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2021 Toy Hauler Grand Design Momentum $99,900
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Description Stock #380191 - WOW !! 2021 MOMENTUM 397TH ** LOADED WITH UPGRADES
** TWO FULL BATHS!!WOW !! If you are looking for a Toy Hauler for the whole
family.....THIS IS THE ONE!!Enjoy this spacious layout with opposing slides in the
main living area.Relax on the optional Supersofa and enjoy the entertainment
center with a large flat-screen TV and fireplace! There is a table that mounts in
this area for dining as well as swivel snack tables on each end. The end seats
feature massage and heat.The kitchen features a large island with a double bowl
sink. Great for meal prep or to entertain. There are two stools at the island area as
well for additional seating. A convection microwave, stove, oven, large
refrigerator, and plenty of storage with a pantry closet and hutch cabinets.Clean-
up is a breeze with the central vac system.There is a bunk with a ladder off the
kitchen area.The toy hauler section features a 12'6 garage with HappiJac
powered queen bed system. The lower bed can be reconfigured into two bench
seats and a table can be mounted between the bench seats for meals or card
games. There is also a full bath in this section, so you don't need to go inside the
main living section of the RV. Relax and enjoy the large flat-screen TV in this area
as well.Forward of the kitchen is another full bathroom with a sunken tub/shower,
sink with vanity, and toilet.The Master Bedroom features a walk-around Queen
Bed with storage below. Relax and enjoy the flat screen TV. There is a large
wardrobe closet and W/D prep as well.Relax outside under the three patio
awnings. The toyhauler ramp/party deck section also has a power awning. Enjoy
the exterior TV.There is plenty of storage with a very large pass-through storage
compartment forward.There is also a 60-gallon auxiliary fuel tank for all the power
toys. The RV is also equipped with an auto-level system and backup camera,
making for an easy setup at your campsite.This RV has also been upgraded with
* 3rd AC unit* 3-season door with sliding windows* Rear Aluminum Party Deck
with Power Awning* Weather Tek Insulation Pkgplus so much more!We are
looking for people all over the country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you
have a passion for our product and like the idea of working from home, please
visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to learn more.Please submit any and ALL
offers - your offer may be accepted! Submit your offer today!You have questions?
We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling your RV
has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell thousands of units every year
all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll get started selling your RV
today.

Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 380191
VIN Number: rvusa-380191
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 39

Item address Smyrna, Delaware, United States
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